MINUTES OF MEETING EAST HOMESTEAD
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

A regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of East Homestead Community Development District was held on Friday, February 10, 2023, at 9:00 a.m. at the Oasis Community Clubhouse, 171 NE 30th Road, Homestead, Florida 33033.
Present and constituting a quorum were:

Laurie Weil	Chairman
Raymond Harris	Vice Chairman
Saens Dorcely	Assistant Secretary (via telecommunication)
Al Torres	Assistant Secretary
Stephen Walker	Assistant Secretary Also present were:
Luis Hernandez	District Manager
Ben Quesada	GMS
Gregory George	District Counsel
Donna Bonilla	CDD Employee
Vincent Fernandez	BrightView
Damien DeLaVega	BrightView


Segment I:
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Roll	Call	and	Pledge	of
Allegiance
Mr. Hernandez called the meeting to order, called the roll, and led the Pledge of Allegiance.

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Audience	Comments	–	As  per
District’s rules, each speaker has 3 minutes to provide comments.
Mr. Hernandez: Let’s see if we do have anyone as part of the audience today. Not having anything we can just jump to the workshop.
February 10, 2023
East Homestead CDD




Segment II – Workshop Section:
(At this time, the Board went into a workshop meeting to discuss the following items. No actions were taken)

	Landscape Discussion and Update with BrightView
	Presentation on What Other Cities are doing about Traffic Problems - Any Further Discussion on Intergovernmental Agreements
	Clubhouse and Field Services Update
	Holiday Decorations
	Consideration of the Minutes of the January 13, 2023 Meeting – Comments, Corrections, and Additions
	Update on Any Other Projects and Workshop Items
	Explanation of Results from Refinancing of Series 2013 Bonds



Segment III:

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Authorization	or	Approvals
Requiring Board Action for Items Discussed During Workshop
	Approval of the Minutes of the January 13, 2023 Meeting
	Any Other Approvals

Mr. Hernandez: Before we touch base with the document that has been handed to you, let’s deal with the items that need to be moved on from the workshop. The first one included in the list would be the approval of the minutes of January 13, 2023 with a couple of corrections on pages 7 and 9 as indicated.

On MOTION by Mr. Torres seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor, the Minutes of the January 13, 2023 Meeting with the indicated corrections were approved.


Mr. Hernandez: The next one that we have is that I want the Board to authorize a demand letter for the property at 2991 SE 3rd Street. That will be processed and handled by the District counsel with the assistance of the District staff.

On MOTION by Mr. Harris seconded by Mr. Walker with all in favor, Authorization to send a demand letter to 2991 SE 3rd Street was approved.




Mr. Hernandez: Dealing with all the items that we have from the workshop, Gregory, anything else that you have?

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
	Attorney

Mr. George: Nothing.

	Engineer

Mr. Hernandez: There is nothing to be presented from the engineer. Just for everybody to know the roundabout is completely finished. All the permits have been closed. All that has been done. All that was being done was within the funds that the District has. When I was seeing the prices from the County I was surprised to see how we were able to get it for less than what the City estimated that it would cost.

	Club Manager

Mr. Hernandez: Club manager? Please help us.
Ms. Bonilla: First and foremost, I want to thank you all for all of your support in the last year. Without your support and your help, I would not have been able to be successful in my first year as I have been. Not only myself but with my staff. Moving forward I presented you with a flyer in hopes that you can approve for me to switch up on our swimming instructions. I had a lot of hiccups last year with Little Swimmers. They weren’t giving our residents the priority that I expected. I looked into this other swimming instructor. He has a very good repertoire. He is also willing to give us a better price for our residents. He will be able to start as early as April 1st and all the way through August 1st, which is a longer period than what I had with Little Swimmers last year. They were struggling with instructors. The instructors weren’t really to my liking too much. They were taking advantage of the property. The residents were complaining because their clients were taking advantage of our facility and interrupting their enjoyment. If you can please take a look at the pamphlets at leisure and tell me if you are happy with their prices and the conditions. I think we can move forward with that if you decide to.
Mr. Harris: It is a year-to-year thing?

Mr. Hernandez: Yes. We just do it every year. Even with the one that we currently have with Little Swimmers, it is year to year.
Ms. Weil: How do the prices compare?
Ms. Bonilla: To be honest with you our residents will be getting at least $200 in savings with this new company versus what they were paying last year with Little Swimmers.
Ms. Weil: Ok and he has several instructors where if somebody doesn’t show.
Ms. Bonilla: Yes, and what we agreed with now is he is going to have one person at the check-in to register the children and he is going to have two instructors per day versus what I had before. It was one instructor one day, one day she brought in three and then I was short two.
Mr. Torres: How long have they been in business?
Ms. Bonilla: They have been in business for the last 20 years. The young man started as an instructor and right before he graduated from high school he started his own business. He has been successful since.
Ms. Weil: And he works other jobs in Homestead?
Ms. Bonilla: Actually this is his first time in Homestead because he hasn’t been able to get any sure clientele within this area but then again, Homestead is up and coming and has grown within the last five years. It has basically been more communities that he has been working with. Independently he has his clients. He works in Fort Lauderdale, Hollywood as far as Palm Beach and then down to Miami.
Mr. Walker: Have you called other facilities where he is doing this?
Ms. Bonilla: Actually I have spoken to some of his clients. He has not done big communities like this, so I am kind of doing a brick-stone with him on communities.
Ms. Weil: Have his other customers said he is on time?
Ms. Bonilla: Yes. I have gotten two comments and not only that, the two people that I have spoken to have also referred him to recreational parks and he has been working well the last two years in recreational parks. If you can consider him, it would be something good for the community and it will save some money for the residents.
Mr. Walker: The hours are pretty long, is that what we want? Ms. Weil: That is what we always do – 9:00 to 5:00.

Mr. Hernandez: It is appointments being set so even though the time is to that extent, there will be days that if they don’t have any appointments they will not come until it is closer. If they are going to be sending a person, they try to do as many as they can when the individual is coming. The part that I think needs to be said is that I have met the individual. He appears to be qualified. He has the knowledge. He has the team to be able to provide what is being requested.
Ms. Bonilla: Certified and insured.
Mr. Torres: You interviewed him already?
Mr. Hernandez: Yes. All that part will be confirmed and if the Board chooses to do it at the time that we do the contract, we will be providing all the certifications, insurance, so on and so forth. The same that we did with the prior vendor.
Mr. Torres: A background check also?
Mr. Hernandez: I believe they do it for the instructors.
Ms. Bonilla: Exactly. Not only that their instructors are also certified CPR, and they have all of their certifications.
Ms. Weil: Where are they coming from? Ms. Bonilla: Miami.
Ms. Weil: What about August? I know the kids go back to school in mid to late August, but what about going right up to the week before school starts? Little Swimmers I know did it through August.
Ms. Bonilla: Little Swimmers cut me short.
Mr. Hernandez: Yes. The problem that you have with Little Swimmers is the majority of the instructors are also teachers so when they get called, that is their priority. That is their main job. We have the problem that they couldn’t start earlier because they were teaching so the idea for them was to set it exclusively for the summer which was too short a period of time especially if you are using it for toddlers. When you have little ones that are going to school you want them to learn to swim number one, and now you are setting them up to do something on that particular day.
Ms. Bonilla: Not only that, Little Swimmers did not give my residents priority. My residents didn’t get to enjoy the swimming classes or take advantage of them because they were here close to home because they were bringing in their own clientele. I am

offering them the chance to use my facility so that my residents can have the advantage of getting the classes.
Ms. Weil: I know on Next Door when somebody posts about where do I take my kids, somebody always replies Isles of Oasis Clubhouse has summer lessons. So then they show up.
Ms. Bonilla: And when they called to make reservations they didn’t have any availability. That is the feedback I got from my residents when they came in.
Mr. Hernandez: Those were the hiccups that we were referring to.
Ms. Weil: Then based on that, can we limit the number of non-members?
Mr. Hernandez: No. I think what is wise is to go with a company that is ready to assist the customer. In here it is one of those stages when we are forgetting about whether we are members or not. All that we care about is the kids and kids who need to learn to swim. That is the benefit. There is a small difference in price that has to do with the fact that those who are members have already paid a portion of the benefit that they are obtaining and by charging a little bit more to whoever is not a member, it tries to compensate, but it is nothing that it would be making it difficult for anyone to come. The part that needs to be said is that if a company gets to be taking and being serious in business and they get to be receiving more calls than expected rather than having two instructors, they will have three or four. Our problem is going to be limiting them to a specific area. Our problem last year was there were no instructors to teach the kids and people wanting to come. That was our problem.
Mr. Harris: Basically, what you are saying is we were not happy with Little Swimmers for a variety of reasons. You found another company that has been around for 20 years. They are willing to offer the services that we didn’t get and saving our members over $200 for the service. It is only for one year so try it and see if it works. Next year if we have to change again, we will change again.
Mr. Hernandez: And if we have a hiccup since they are going to be starting early we will still have some time to fix it if needed. I think it would be appropriate to make a motion to allow the District to enter into an agreement with Happy Swims to offer the lessons for teaching kids to swim.




On MOTION by Mr. Walker seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor, a motion allowing the District to enter into an agreement with Happy Swims for swim lessons was approved.
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sent.
 Mr. Hernandez: For the record, a letter of non-renewal to the other vendor will be


	Field Manager

Mr. Quesada: Just for the Board’s blessing I would ask for a not to exceed amount
of $800 for duck removal. We want to start off with our biggest problem area first and if we have good results we can always expand on that and move to other areas.
On MOTION by Mr. Harris seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor, a not to exceed amount of $800 for duck removal was approved.


Mr. Quesada: Any questions on the field report? The gym looks great, and the repair work was done. They did a fantastic job.
Mr. Hernandez: It looks really nice.
Mr. Harris: And they resurfaced all the pavement to match the part that they had to resurface with the asphalt so it didn’t look like old and new. They did a great job.
Mr. Hernandez: It looks brand new.

	CDD Manager

Mr. Hernandez: There is nothing to report under CDD manager.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Acceptance of Summary of Invoices
	Acceptance of Combined Balance Sheet

Mr. Hernandez: The next item for the Board to consider will be the financial reports. You will find that in Section 5, tab A contains the summary of invoices and tab B has the balance sheet and income statement. For those going by pages, it will start on page 94 and it goes all the way to the end.
Ms. Weil: I actually have a couple of questions. There is a refund of $500 to Sarah Mendia?

Ms. Bonilla: That was a resident that leased the grand room for a party and we mistakenly wrote on the check payable to East Homestead CDD when that was her deposit that we had to refund to her.
Mr. Hernandez: So you were refunding the deposit.
Ms. Weil: Ok. I noticed there are a couple of spots where there is postage for monthly events.
Ms. Bonilla: That is not postage, those are the posters that I make for the Clubhouse events.
Ms. Weil: Ok. Those are my two items.
Mr. Harris: I have one. On the field portion of the financial statement, it has a special project cost of $41,612 which was $31,000 over budget?
Mr. Torres: What page is that?
Mr. Hernandez: On page 2 of the report. I don’t know off the top of my head but I will be able to tell you exactly what the $41,000 is. I will shoot you an email with that answer. It is a combination of several expenses. Part of it was used for fixing the outdoor gym equipment and so on and so forth, but I don’t know off the top of my head what it would be.
Mr. Harris: That was my only question.
Mr. Hernandez: Not a problem sir. I will get you the answer. With that being said a motion to accept the financials would be in order.

On MOTION by Ms. Weil seconded Mr. Torres with all in favor, the Summary of Invoices and Combined Balance Sheet were approved.


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors Requests
Mr. Hernandez: Are there any Supervisors requests?
Ms. Weil: Just one. Update on the police detail. Through January they had 21 citations and 2 warnings. They worked one detail in February with 6 warnings.
Mr. Harris: February?
Ms. Weil: Up through today. I said well whoever that is was having a soft day.

Mr. Harris: Well 21 citations versus the other way. We used to get all the warnings and no citations so at least we got citations. You might mention to them we have an additional issue going on. There are young boys driving unregistered homemade scooters up and down the sidewalks on the main streets with little kids, I am talking 3 and 4-year- olds sitting either on the back or between the handlebars and the kid driving it. The kid driving it is maybe 13 or 14 years old. They are going on Mediterranean. They are going on the sidewalks. They are driving down behind Fiji. They are driving all over the place. It is at a time after school Monday to Friday and in the afternoons on Saturday and Sunday because that is when the kids are out, and the parents say get out of the house.
Mr. Torres: They are home alone. They are coming back from school, and they are
alone.
Ms. Bonilla: Are you talking about the little boy that is riding in the motor scooter
with the two little brothers in the front and in the back?
Mr. Harris: Yes. Talk about danger and liability. They race. These little things probably do 30 to 40 mph. I might know one of the communities where they are coming out of, but I won’t say anything.
Mr. Walker: We had one in Fiji. He went by me so fast it scared me. Then he ran into a palm tree and flew. He got up and said I am ok. I am going to see if I can get it started. I wouldn’t start and I said thank you, God.
Mr. Harris: Thank God he wasn’t really hurt. That is part of the problem. That is another issue to address. They are home alone after school when there are no parents around. I have not seen those three or four boys on the bikes doing wheelies in the middle of the street lately.
Mr. Hernandez: I don’t know but I haven’t seen them either.
Ms. Bonilla: I see them not doing the wheelies. I kind of told them a story of an example that happened to one of their friends. I also pointed out the off-duty officer that is at the roundabout and I said either you guys stop doing that or they are taking your bikes away. They kind of got scared.
Mr. Walker: That is why we aren’t seeing them probably.
Ms. Bonilla: Exactly, but they do come by. They drink their water, and they use the vending machine but they are more respectful.

Mr. Harris: They need somebody to take an interest in them. They are trying to be noticed. They are not directed so somebody has to notice them and tell them what is acceptable and what isn’t acceptable because they don’t have any parental guidance unfortunately.
Mr. Torres: I see they fixed most of all the monuments on 147th. One you still have two of the big spotlights off.
Mr. Hernandez: They ordered it already and the other part that is still missing to replace the portion that has been damaged and I forgot that to tell them. When they mow they come, and they hit it but we need to replace a part that needs to be poured and made just to be able to replace it.
Mr. Quesada: Are you talking about Mediterranean? Mr. Torres: No, the one on 147th.
Mr. Hernandez: The part that they didn’t finish is because they are missing a part that is already ordered. One item that I forgot but I think that is for the benefit because one of the items that I, unfortunately, get to be seeing on my way today is advertising. The part that I need to be careful and cautious is defining what can be done and what is still at the point of not taking place. This is a gentleman that has been coming several times and what he is trying to do is sell to the CDD the option to put solar panels with some plates. The problem is that the technology is not there yet. The other part that can be said is that for instance Miami-Dade they used to have in the crossing areas what was being used with solar panels. Two years ago they shifted, and everything needed to be hard-wired. I am trying to find out the reason why. Unfortunately, and the part that I get to be presenting if this were to be something that the Board wants to consider, we cannot do it as the gentleman planned on doing it. We will have to define the scope of what the Board wants to do and we will have to go through a request for proposals. It cannot be first come first serve and the gentleman is thinking and under the impression that he is approaching a Homeowners Association. I just want the Board to be aware of it and if the Board gets to believe as a Board that is a matter that we need to consider we will have to follow certain steps.
Mr. Harris: And also to remember we are not part of Florida Power and Light. We are Homestead Power & Light. We have our own electric company on Flagler Street. You

get all this mail that we get from FPL that is sent to all of us, but we are not part of FPL. I don’t know how that influences him or not, but we are a separate entity.
Mr. Walker: So in summary?
Mr. Hernandez: It is just an advertisement for the Board to make you aware that people want to sell you more stuff and as it was being presented, I am just passing it on and letting the Board know. If in the future if you want the CDD to do anything let me know.
Mr. Walker: Do you have solar in any of the communities you are involved with?
Mr. Hernandez: I only have one community in Hialeah Gardens, they installed some solar lights in a park. They have been working for the last three years with no problems but it is the only instance where I have seen it. Part of what I do know is if you have the solar panels, the problem is that in here we have seven AC’s, so just running the AC is a big expense and you can probably with the Florida sun be able to run it through the day but we cannot run it through the night. What is the benefit? That is kind of the problem that they have right now. They are not consistent batteries that you can get that will allow you to be fully independent and complete what you are trying to achieve. That is what I am saying with the technology is not there yet. They are working on new batteries and I am hoping that soon that will be attainable.
Mr. Walker: Just call Musk.
Mr. Hernandez: He is working on it. He has a deal with South Korea and Thailand where they are going to be building the new batteries. Does anyone have any other items to discuss?
Mr. Harris: I have a couple more items. The benches in the gym, the large bench that was originally used for the bench press rack.
Mr. Hernandez: The one that is outside?
Mr. Harris: Yes, it has been damaged. The benches that are being used in many years of experience in a gym are not sufficient to handle anybody putting a significant amount of weight on those benches. I was told this morning and I didn’t know this until this morning the bench that has the levers that fit into the back of the bench.
Ms. Bonilla: That is the incline for abs only.

Mr. Harris: No. The sign is on the bench that has the pins in it. I think it is on the wrong bench because I was told this morning by a fellow gym member that there was a guy using that bench that the arm fits into the slots and it slipped, and he went backward.
Ms. Bonilla: That was yesterday.
Mr. Harris: But they put the sign on the wrong bench.
Ms. Bonilla: No that sign is on the right bench and I will explain to you why. That was the latest bench that Luis went and purchased upon request from one group of residents that come in. That bench was specifically purchased to incline back for ad work. What they are doing is if they don’t know, the ones that don’t know use that bench to put weight and that is not for weight. If you notice it is even a lighter bench. Those three other benches you can use with dumbbells. That particular one is not for dumbbells.
Mr. Harris: I am confused because the bench that I was told was the problem was the one with the slats that fit into the bench.
Ms. Bonilla: That is not the problem. I showed them last night. Two of my residents agreed with me. Yes, the difference is this is the pin. If you notice it is lighter weight, you can pick it up. It is strictly to work abs. They removed the parts which they are not supposed to remove parts. They disassemble my equipment. Buy your own and disassemble it at home. If you are not happy with it let me know and I will be more than happy to share with the Board to see if we can look into something that is more to your liking.
Mr. Harris: The only thing I am saying is you need a bench comparable to the one that was underneath the power bench press rack to be replaced because if you get somebody who does 250/300 pounds that is not going to work.
Mr. Hernandez: Just for you know the one that has been recently purchased can hold up to 500 pounds. It would include the individual and the weight that you are going to be putting on top of it. If you add it, the average person with the weight that we have is within what is going to be used. As to the bench that you are referring to, the one that is outside, we are waiting for a part.
Ms. Bonilla: Remember that I told you that the screw was twisted to impact.
Mr. Hernandez: It has already been ordered. That one is going to be brought back and it is going to be sometime soon. That is number one. Number two is that we have

been trying to get the personal training to know how the equipment is being used. We are blessed with the fact that two of our Club members on staff are actively involved in the gym so they know the equipment. Those who are not actively involved now are being told what needs to be said so that we can assist our members to enjoy the facility. But if anyone gets to be seeing anything out of the ordinary, please come to the front desk and we will be able to help.
Mr. Harris: I am sticking to the gym because I have a real bombshell at the end of this. It has nothing to do with the gym. The suggestion that you had before of having some sort of video to put on that one TV in front of the two recumbent bikes would be a great idea. I found out how to use it with Fabian one morning. If you sit on the bike and try to adjust the level. Unfortunately, I have to use level 1 because of my knees. I am over there trying to adjust the level and I keep pushing the button. Well, you have to turn it on, then you pick the level and then adjust the intensity within the level.
Ms. Bonilla: I would even go to the extent of verifying that these gentlemen when they are not on the clock, literally stop their workout to assist the resident and show them how to use the machines.
Mr. Harris: That was shortly after the bikes were repaired and replaced. On a separate topic that is something that will raise everybody’s eyebrows. I was at a Rotary Club meeting two weeks ago and one of the members of the Rotary Club is Steven Losner who is the Mayor of Homestead as well all know. He was extremely upset that there is a new Senate bill being proposed. Senate bill SP102 and it is to address affordable housing that can be constructed in any space that is commercially or business zoned without prior approval of the municipality as long as they can get a building permit. For instance, he said that Mayor Losner said that they could take the complex for example that is where the old Winn Dixie was at the corner of Campbell and Krome Avenue and turn that into many many many low-income housing units where the income was anywhere from the 80% level of the median income which brought it down to like $48,000 to zero. Also, the municipality has no power to tax or charge them for any services for public works, fire, rubbish removal, police protection, or whatever. The item I addressed having lived in New England is better known as the housing projects where there is nothing but high crime, low income, drugs and everything else that goes on that is not helping the community.

Homestead is kind of at the cusp. They have done a lot to improve the area and are bringing better quality businesses but we need the uses of those commercial properties to generate jobs for working people who are going to contribute to the tax roll. Guess what, if you build a project like the one I just mentioned, who is going to pay for those services? The taxpayers of the City of Homestead. This isn’t going to happen tomorrow but the way they are proposing it is that they could use, for instance he was saying the area that they developed off of Allapattah near the Air Force Base where they brought in all that big new sewer line, they could build multi-building low-income housing units in that development provided it doesn’t interfere with the flight path of the Air Force Base. It is a proposed bill in the Senate. It is State Bill 102. I would highly recommend that whoever is familiar with politicians in the area and Steve you mentioned having Larry Roth come to the next meeting, it would probably be helpful to have him address that bill. I am sure Mayor Losner has spoken to his entire staff about this proposal. This is bizarre when you are trying to build jobs and bring income-producing citizens into a community and to turn it into affordable housing which is disguising low-income high crime and no ability to charge them for the services that are being rendered. That is kind of what the mayor stated. He was extremely distraught as am I having heard that.
Mr. Torres: Who presented the bill?
Mr. Harris: Some junior senator on the Republican staff according to, again Mayor Losner has been chosen to sponsor the bill.
Mr. Walker: Now I am distressed. Seriously.
Mr. Harris: Like a lot of those things they were saying the billions of dollars that have been approved for road improvements through the State of Florida and at the Golden Glades Interchange, there is nothing for Southeast Florida. You see what is being built on Route 1 Dixie Highway. There are not hundreds but thousands upon thousands of units between say 152nd heading north into Palmetto Bay in areas where you can look down where they have excavated everything to the ground. There is not a palm tree, there is nothing as far as the eye can see. You know they are going to maximize that footprint with a number of housing units of whatever sort they are going to put there with not one new traffic light, which is what we are seeing here. What is going to happen when they

put 749 units over at the old Keystate Golf Course? Where is that traffic going to go when those people have to go to work?
Ms. Weil: Well and the ones that they are building across the little street by BJ’s. They are putting those up. They just reconfigured and improved being the key word that intersection. Then going westbound on Lucy Street then you can no longer turn into the BJ’s. You have to go to the traffic light.
Mr. Torres: It is more difficult now.
Ms. Weil: I was talking to Captain Rodriquez at the police station yesterday and I said ok, what is up with this? He said Laurie, the problem is that development is Florida City, BJ’s is Homestead.
Mr. Harris: It is just over the line.
Ms. Weil: Yes, that street is the barrier between the cities.
Mr. Harris: The other thing if you are going to be talking to Larry Roth is what happened with the Amazon terminal that they built. It is empty.
Ms. Weil: Amazon has a hiring freeze.
Mr. Harris: But they never opened it. They built it and it has never been open. Ms. Weil: There is a couple of others in the country that they did the same thing. Mr. Walker: There are two new ones and neither one is open.
Mr. Torres: I just went by the one near the track and it is closed too.
Mr. Harris: It never opened. They built it but never opened it. It was one of those automated facilities I was told that they weren’t going to be hiring hundreds of people but said it was 300 hundred employees, but it is an empty a million and one square foot building.
Ms. Weil: Like I said, Amazon has approved it and built it and now they have basically a hiring freeze.
Mr. Hernandez: Technology is going to be taking a big toll and it is going to be getting worse.
Mr. Walker: With regard to human jobs.
Mr. Hernandez: Yes, labor is going to be having a lot of issues. Part of the conversation that I have had with the personnel in here is that we are lucky that being in an industry where it is not easily replaced by computers if you do your job right you are

going to be able to do it for a while. People that used to be making $25 to $30 packing stuff in a warehouse are going to disappear soon.
Mr. Harris: The jobs are going to go to all the service industries, the trades, plumbers, electricians, carpenters, painters or whatever. All the trades that you need skilled workers for to meet code for repairing and maintaining homes and businesses. That is where the jobs are going to come from. You can’t build 5,000 homes within a 15 square mile radius and not have people that have those kinds of issues that need somebody to come in and fix them. Ortiz can’t do them all.
Mr. Hernandez: Alright, any other CDD business that we need to be discussing at this point? With that being said a motion to adjourn would be in order.
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SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS    Adjournment


On MOTION by Ms. Weil seconded by Mr. Torres with all in favor, the meeting was adjourned.
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